A Chern-Simons current, coming from ghost and anti-ghost fields of supersymmetry theory, can be used to define a spectrum of gene expression in new time series data where a spinor field, as alternative representation of a gene, is adopted instead of using the standard alphabet sequence of bases A, T, C, G, U . After a general discussion on the use of supersymmetry in biological systems, we give examples of the use of supersymmetry for living organism, discuss the codon and anti-codon ghost fields and develop an algebraic construction for the trash DNA, the DNA area which does not seem active in biological systems. As a general result, all hidden states of codon can be computed by Chern-Simons 3 forms. Finally, we plot a time series of genetic variations of viral glycoprotein gene and host T-cell receptor gene by using a gene tensor correlation network related to the ChernSimons current. An empirical analysis of genetic shift, in host cell receptor genes with separated cluster of gene and genetic drift in viral gene, is obtained by using a tensor correlation plot over time series data derived as the empirical mode decomposition of Chern-Simons current.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest scientific achievements of present epoch is to explain the genetic code of living organisms [1, 2] and, in particular, of viruses [3, 4] . This goal could be realized by using graphical drawing and biochemical processes for the detection of gene samples. However, one of the problems in the genetic engineering is the prediction of the gene variation and the representation of the genetic code alphabet. This issue emerges in the plotting graphs related to the connection curvature of the docking processes. Specifically, the docking process is important in the genes of the protein structure and could be adopted instead of using a very long alphabet notation as the string sequence and the comparison of the sequences of docking. In this perspective, methods of Quantum Field Theory, and related results, can be of high interest. In particular, the connection [5] and the supersymmetry curvature [6] derived for ribozymes [7] are extremely important issues to explain both the origin of life [8] and the reason why all the living molecules have only right-hand symmetry. Specifically, the left-hand symmetry of ribozyme curvature and HIV gene [9] are very active research areas today. The equilibrium between the supersymmetry and the mirror symmetry of the left-hand and the right-hand DNA and RNA, amino acid and nuclid acid molecules can be explained by AdS in the Yang-Mill theory and the Chern-Simon currents in biology as the curvature of the spectrum in the genetic code of the protein curvature. In this perspective, methods and results of General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory can assume a main role in biology.
Bioinformatics uses new algorithms to predict the genes in the genetic database of various organisms [34] : such algorithms match with the metabolism of enzymes as a protein-protein interaction without any unifying equation for the explanation of living organisms.
At present time, scientists and engineers study the genetical structure by using the standard alphabet code A, T, C, G, U as a sequence of strings for the representation of genetic code for various organisms without any exact definition of a new time series of genetic code [11, 12] in the standard time series modeling. With this representation [13] , it is difficult to calculate the genetic variation [14, 15] and to perform some intensive calculations by algebraic and geometric tools within a self-consistent mathematical theory [16] [17] [18] , namely in the context of superstrings, M-theory and G-theory [19, 20] .
Several researchers are still performing empirical data analysis of the genetic variation [21] and are detecting the pattern matching over the gene sequence by using algorithm over an alphabet code of the genetic code as their time series representation. One of the main problems in the virology and the time series prediction is how can we predict the genetic variation and the gene structure in the viral particle and other organisms. In the context of new representation, the issue is how we can explain the intuition behind the definition of a new time series data of gene, involved for example in the Batalin -Vilkovisky (BV)-cohomology [18] of DNA, and the viral gene structure. The Chern-Simons current and the anomaly [22] over the superspace [23] of cell membrane can be applied to diagnose a new gene disease, the cloning technology and the gene therapy for using a virus as a vector to cancel an HIV disease [24] . As we will see below, the method can be improved also in view of describing the trash area of DNA.
In the modern researches of algebraic geometry [25] for time series data, there exists another approach which uses the spinor field [18, 26] in the Kolmogorov space of the time series data [27] over the genetic code to represent the gene structure as the ghost [41, 42] and the anti-ghost fields of the codon and the anti-codon. This is achieved in the frameworks of supersymmetry [44] [45] [46] and G-theory [19, 22] . Result of the construction show that all the calculations over codon can be assumed as a new superspace of the time series representation of the gene structure [27, 47] .
Here, we introduce a new representation of the genetic code in the time series for a string and a D-brane [48] [49] [50] [51] modeling by applying a spinor field to a superspace in a time series data [52, 53] over the viral glycoprotein [54] and a viral replication gene [55] . The method allows to develop supersymmetry for living organisms. In particular, it is possible to control the anomalies in codon and anti-codon ghost fields and construct an algebraic approach for the trash DNA, which is considered one of the big puzzle of modern biology. Concrete applications on specific genetic codes are developed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is an overview of the present multidisciplinary approach. We sketch briefly the problem of transcription and translation in biological systems as well as the essential feature of supersymmetry. In Section III, we specify the basic definition of the spinor field in the genetic code and how the concept of an exact sequence of the cohomology is related to the data in a time series of a chemical reaction between 2 proteins. We define a Chern-Simons current for biology in a time series data of codon and anti-codon by using extra-dimensions of an underlying topological space. We derive also a new master equation that can be used for a V3 loop in an HIV attach to the CD4 gene of host cell. We fix real values of 64 codons in the Chern-Simons current by using an explicit formula which we obtain by using the well-known theoretical physics adopted for strings. Furthermore, we algebraically discussed the so called "Trash" DNA that biologists cannot frame in the standard scheme of protein production. In Section IV, we develop the computation of all codon hidden states by the Chern-Simons 3-forms in DNA. The specific methodology is discussed in Section V. Here we calculate the Chern-Simons current over a time series of the genetic code of V3 loop with 3 species of the HIV virus and 3 species of CD4 in the rabbit host cell. The results of the calculation are obtained by using the data analysis of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (n) [27] and considering a time series in terms of quaternionic projective space. We find an evolution feedback between an antigene drift in V3 gene and an antigene shift in the CD4 gene from. In Section VI, we discuss the results of the proof and consider about a time series in terms of the quaternionic projective space over the V3 and the CD4 gene. Discussion and conclusions are reported in Section VII. In Appendix A, we provide a source of the time series of the V3 gene adopted for the HIV virus.
II. SUPERSYMMETRY AND BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS: AN OVERVIEW
Alan Turing, who invented the first computer [28] , conjectured that biological systems and living organisms can be fully explained by using algebraic operators coming from theoretical physics [28] . For example, he had in mind some quantum computer where DNA could be used as a permanent memory storage medium. In order to model out this kind of models, an approach could be to adopt the sheaf cohomology for the resolution of basis coming from local sections of DNA, RNA, proteins, cells, tissues and living organisms in the framework of the so called Grothendieck topology [29] over predefinite energy states. For example an autonomous transition state for an adaptive behavior with respect to a given environment can be defined by using spinor fields for a gene expression state and ghost and anti-ghost fields for hidden states over cells of living organism framed in a E 8 ×E 8 unified theory coming from D-brane and string theory.
For example, Chern-Simons currents, induced from system of DNA-RNA transcriptions, are interesting phenomena adopted in gravitational physics which could have interesting counterparts also in biology. This "gravitational" analogy could have impact in human immunosystem [30] giving rise to a useful representation of codons in human genome. The modified gravitational field, derived from the Chern-Simons currents, can be useful in biology to explain the source of connections over protein-docking states: in this perspective adopting cohomology in biology can be useful as a new tool for plotting genes with spinor field in time series data. In particular, the trash area of DNA, with repeated inactive genes, can be represented by Chern-Simons currents with extended structures of knot states in a Laurent polynomial of knots: such a structure is predefined in an equivalent class, modulo hidden states of genetic code.
The canonical structure of inactive genes can be a partition of Coxeter numbers h [31] in a repeated transition of hidden states in a gene wave function. This current can be given in complex numbers starting from the below analysis of hidden currents and can be the answer of the fact that we have non-active states. In an equilibrium state of undocking protein-protein interactions, antigene and antibody, induced from a system of DNA-RNA transcription, cannot successfully defense with respect to HIV infection of undocking equilibrium states. In order to figure out these situations, we use a new model, based on analogue gravitational effects, where sheaf cohomology and BV cohomology are considered in biology. The equilibrium state of HIV docking with a host cell can be realized as the curvature in left and right supersymmetry. An exact sequence of equilibrium states of protein docking is induced by the infinite sequence of cohomology over a biological system from the local section of the gene expression in the global section of the immunosystem. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence [32] of relative cohomology can be used to explain to constant chemical equilibrium and to induce a hidden space of free energy in unoriented supermanifold: the model explains the protein folding inserting, by a copy and paste mechanism, hidden states of gene in the trash DNA.
It is possible to demonstrate that this puzzle of feedback loop from docking to undocking states with hidden directions of interaction can be represented by 8 hidden states in a E 8 × E 8 model of gene considering spinor fields. The approach consists in adopting both the cohomolgy theory and the Chern-Simons theory with unoriented extradimensional supermanifold to study the supersymmetry of hidden states in time series data of spinor fields. The duality of unoriented supermanifold over living organisms with extradimensions can break the chiral supersymmety over the central dogma of molecular biology [33] . The superpace of DNA and the genetic code can be modeled as a loop space with the central dogma sieve in the Groethodieck topology as the adjoint left-right group action over the Hopf fibration of gene expression. With this definition in mind, we can explain inactive area of trash DNA by using the feedback loop in unoriented extradimension to change the protein docking from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state considering, for example, the receptor protein with HIV viral glycoprotein.
In biology, this analogue gravitational field could contribute to explain the origin of life as a "gravitational" effect to the immunosystem and the HIV. Ghost and anti-ghost fields are the source of connection over spinor fields in genetic code representation of codon and anticodon where hidden states of gene are contained in a unitary theory.
One of the great discovery of last decades was the central dogma. Specifically, it states that the mapping to explain transcription and translation processes is one way. Genetic codes are encoding 20 amino acids with start and stop alphabet into 64 codons with only 3 alphabets over the genetic code. Up to now, there still exists many open questions that need to be answered: for example, why do all organism share a common molecular structure of cell and DNA based sequences where they share the same codon table with only 3 alphabets, in common, of 20 amino acids only? how to construct or built up a new living organism from these alphabets? And why 23 pairs of human chromosomes, and not 24 pairs, with the lack of one pairs in XY? Might the last one be a dual state of pairs of chromosomes in order to allow the presence of XY and all 23 chromosomes? In present time, scientists [34] try to synthesize artificial living organism in laboratory starting from bacterial DNA. Nucleic acids and amino acids in living organism exist only in right-handed symmetry of chiral molecule, no left-handed symmetry and no more than 20 amino acids, in nature, can become a living organism in a cell including parasitism living-like organism or viral particles. Recent studies found that the left-handed symmetry can be produced from X − Y synthetic pairs based on a new codon table of 4 synthesis alphabets. This left-direction amino acids, built up by synthesis, still cannot become real living organisms according to cloning technology.
Furthermore, biologists try to understand the origin of life by using evolution mechanisms induced by the integration of genes of all species and gene expressions in common patterns of unify genomic superspace. They found that plant and human contain a lot of trash or junk DNA and contain only 2% of genes in the active area of DNA from all chromosomes. In order to answer why almost 98% of human genome and all living organism have no function in DNA is today one of the most active research area. Before the advance of nanotechnologies and quantum theory, researchers realized that the trash area of DNA can have some functions like the structural DNA in epigenetic theory of proteins. From recent studies, it comes out that the trash area is involved with the causes of cancer, viral infections, gene diseases etc. Scientists found new functions for this area and understood that this is not junk DNA from the discovery of transposon and retrotransposon. This area is also useful for authenticate the signature of different organisms in the same specie with different amounts and repeated pattern of inactive gene. Some inactive gene can be also similar gene to other species in active region. One of the most important functional area in trash DNA is the telomere [35] . For example, ancer cells are spread though other infected cells to generate extra telomerase activity than normal cells by using the mechanism of inserting and deleting inactive gene: this is the so called transposon and retrotransposon. It was therefore proposed that cancer or HIV infection might be treated by protein transcription from the telomere in trash DNA. Some inherited diseases are now known to be caused by telomerase defects, such as the anemia and inherited diseases where the function of trash DNA is evident. Therefore this junk DNA is not a junk anymore as biologists stated in the past. On the other hand, it is a source of various types of hidden states for control area of active gene and it can be useful to develop new drugs for cancer treatment. If this area is malfunctioning, it will causes also all inherited diseases and all types of cancers including HIV and other viral diseases. Recently, scientists discovered various nonfunctional RNA more than mRNA, sRNA and tRNA. Also some functional RNA with enzymatic property like the so called ribozyme, RNAi, miRNA have been discovered [36] . They react like retrovirus or retrotranspon where points of DNA sequence dock for transcription or insert their genome copy into the trash area.The mechanism inserts and deletes genes and causes that genes repeatedly jump transition state into some feedback control loop of the new gene node. Any node can be in a gene tensor network that can be used to treat cancer. All these fact are evidences that the central dogma rule can be broken. Furthermore, trash DNA can work as the hidden part of DNA that reacts with the DNA active part by indirect structural proteins, the so called histone proteins: for these systems, the hidden state can evolve into the the anti-self dual 2 forms of hidden states in trash DNA. To shorten the notation, we will use D for DNA, R for RNA, P for protein in this paper.
In molecular biological theory of living organism, the source of codon in central dogma might be involved with retrotransposon and transposon. It is a hidden transition state of gene to loop back in feedback path of central dogma: this gives rise to recombinations again and again as an infinite cohomology sequence. The cohomology for biology is a source of partition functions in docking and undocking states of proteins and genes.
For example, retrotransposons can be represented as ghost and anti-ghost fields of adjoint functors in sheaf cohomology of gene expression in equilibrium state. The docking of retrotransposons can induce feedback loops in the space of genes of the time series of the DNA sequence. In particular, trash DNA can be the source of various transition states of gene from ground states to excited states, or the signal communication between cells and organisms of different species. An active gene coming from a species can be a transposon part into other species being the transition state between 2 hidden states of the genome. When this area is malfunctioning in human genome, cancer, viral inflections and other diseases come out.
The ground state of inactive gene in the loop space of time series data of genetic code is represented in Fig. 1 . The active part is jumping into this area in form of transposon and retrotransponson state of inactive gene. It can give rise to a transition back to to the active part for replication processes. For example, the HIV transposon can be used for reversed transcription into the DNA of a host cell. This means that HIV can break the supersymmetry of central dogma with infinite loops of 0
This recursive loop can destroy the core central dogma process of host cell until the host cell dies.
All transitions are induced from the 64 codons present in the 3 alphabets as triplet states in the genetic code. The puzzle is to answer why, in livings organisms, only 20 amino acids with right symmetry exists for translation processes without any left symmetry. For example HIV contains 2 identical RNA genomes with identical genetic code. In our model, we will demonstrate that HIV is a bound isolated state of retrotransposon 2 forms with its dual
When the pair is isolated in human DNA, it fuses to DNA in reversed direction by a wrap state with unoriented supermanifold of living organism. It gives rise to an asexual reproduction with singlet inactive states of transposon area in trash DNA. This trash DNA interacts with enzymes to insert some transposon or retrotransposon with twistor from right to left symmetry and backward into DNA knot states then it reconnects the hidden states of copies of repeated components of transposon and retrotransposon. This transition element communicates to the new gene tensor network a signal between species. The evolution of the spinor field is a gene communication protocol for the transition between different species: for example it can give rise to the adaptation to the environment to allow that species to survive.
Furthermore, physiology of human junk DNA area is one of the active research both in molecular biology and in quantum computing. Hidden state of time series data of DNA can be realized as an underlying spherical In summary, supersymmetry seems to be a very powerful tool to describe structures and evolutions of biological systems, first of all in relation to the DNA dynamics. In particular, DNA can be realized as a loop space with associate open string or interaction between D-brane and anti-D-brane of protein-protein interaction in docking and undocking state of information flow in genetic code by using central dogma as short cohomology exact sequence. The mathematical approach can be a E 8 , the manifold of spinor fields in time series data. The algebraic construction of trash DNA is based on the Kolmogorov space of time series data related to the underlying genetic code in modified Wilson loop and gravitational field of Chern-Simons current. We can use a chart over the homogeneous coordinates in tangent and co-tangent space of the unoriented supermanifold [44] of living organism. This allows us to construct the Hopf fibration of S 7 as a fiber over the Kolmogorov space X t , Y t with spin invariant CPT property of Dirac matrix γ 5 for left and right chiral supersymmetry. The codon and anti-codon span a tangent space starting from basis and dual basis of predefined 8 statess 1 , s 2 , · · · s 8 (we call closed shell, s-orbital of spinor fields in time series data) with their dual hidden state of trash DNA in dual tangent space (we call p-orbital of spinor field in time series data for open shell.) To explain the source of Chern-Simons current in genetic code, we use the de Rahm coholomogy of central dogma as a main tool. It comes from entanglement states of fields that give rise to transcriptions and translations. The connection over the DNA fiber space, denoted by A i (as in gravitational field in Chern-Simons theory), is with respect to an equivalent class of evolution of genetic variations. It gives rise to the curvature in proteins. The cohomology of integration process allows to insert and delete genes of transposon and intron over all species in living organism including viral particles (see Figs. 2, 3 for details of induced spinor fields).
After this quick and incomplete overview pointing out how supersimmetry can be adopted to describe biological systems, let us consider in details the role of spinors in the time series of genetic code. 
III. THE ROLE OF SPINOR FIELDS IN THE TIME SERIES OF GENETIC CODE
Let HP 1 be a quaternionic projective space. Let H 0 (X t ) be a pointed space of DNA alphabet sequence with 
In the retroviral RNA (in some virus is viral DNA, but the theory is analog with each other) of the observed state space Y t,RN A is a span by gene α i with the anti-ghost field Φ i,+ (Y t,RN A ) an anti-ghost field of viral particle. We define a pair of ghost and anti-ghost field genes by a middle hidden state in mRNA and ribosomal EPA state in codon and anticodon state as the ghost and anti-ghost fields in the genetic code. Let 
The reversed transcription process of the gene expression is defined by a moduli state space model of a coupling spinor field between the gene of a viral particle and the host cell, the mirror symmetry of a genetic code (as an isomer on the left-hand of a nuclid acid) {N A, N T, N C, N G}. We have a cycle and a cocycle of an orbifold as a trivialization over the tangent of the living organism manifold, so-called codon and anti-codon We have explicitly defined a smallest state in gene as a pair of a genetic code by a classical notation A − T, C − G with the coordinates (A, T ), (C, G). We define a superstate in a pair of genes as ghost and anti-ghost fields in the genetic code with the supersymmetry of a D-isomer to a L-isomer from the right-hand D-state in the light of the polarization in a nucleic acid as
The observational states of the living organism in nature, as we know from biochemistry, are only [
. But in the theory of supersymmetry of S 7 Hopf fibration, there exist 8 states of the ghost fields with 6 hidden states in the mirror symmetry. In an orbifold of the living organism, in each state, other 8 states exist which we denote as p1-p8 states. We use the notation of the Riemann tensor field for 64 states
With this definition at hands, we can define 64 states as shown in Fig. 4 code k ∈ {A, T, C, G}. We denoted Γ k µν := F µν as the behavioral Yang-Mills field with its dual in Anti-de Sitter theory of supersymmetry with * F µν = F µν . It is a behavior of a protein folding inducing a curvature between a viral glycoprotein and a host cell receptor. This behavior of a Yang-Mills field is an interaction field between the behavior of the virus and the host cell which can survive by a change of curvature of the protein during the evolution. We have explicitly defined a connection by an interaction of g ij cycle and g ij cocycle of coupling between the states and the hidden states in the genetic code over the tangent of the manifold of the coupling between 2 living organisms. It is a connection in biology in the sense of an evolutional field not being in a gravitational field in a physical sense as usual,
where
In an equilibrium state of evolution of an organism, we have a covariant derivative of a tensor of states with no change in the tensor field g,
This situation is completely analogue in gravity [40] .
ν µ be a connection on a principle bundle Sp(1) → S 7 → HP 1 of a genetic code over a supermanifold of a viral particle A. It is a strength of a gauge field with an invariance under a small change of the spinor field. The master equation is an equation for a gene structure with an excited state of the gene in the DNA according to the viral-RNA or any enzyme coming to simulate the active side along the DNA curve. We can use an exact sequence of the sheave cohomology O Xt with the chart over the supermanifold defined by homogeneous coordinates of HP 1 for viral gene X t along the host cell gene O Yt , while the virus attachment to the host cell is defined by the coordinate in sheave O Xt/Yt . We apply a supersymmetry AdS theory over a Yang-Mills field of a behavioral field of the genetic code as a connection over
with an anti self dual field over the gene of the host cell DN A , * F µν , we have a current of the connection between this field defined by the Chern-Pontryagin density for the interaction of behavioral fields, so-called current J which varies from the curvature of docking between the behavior of the curvature over amino acid k in X t and its dual curvature in Y t while docking,
here < − > is an average or an expectation operator and k = 1, 2, 3, · · · is the number of amino acids in the genetic code.
Definition 6. Let R µ ναβ be the curvature over a tangent space of a genetic code
µν be the connection of the coupling between 2 alphabets of 2 organisms, one is from DNA. The other side is from viral RNA (Fig. 4 ) . The connection between genes gives
This is the curvature over the tangent space of the genetic code manifold derived from the above connection. It is useful also in other situations like when t-RNA is docking with DNA in interaction between 2 D-branes of DNA and RNA. In a gauge field theory of DNA and RNA genetic codes of translation process it is the group action of Lie-algebra one form. We have an adjoint representation of the genetic code as a translation process over codon and anti-codon of t − RN A as a new master equation for translation process in genome of coupling between 2 living organisms, in this context we mean space of virus, X t and space of host cell, Y t .
In this situation, we need to define a new value to measure the curvature in amino acids of protein structure, not in the tangent space of a genetic code. We need to define a curvature over codon and anti-codon to represent a curvature of proteins while docking to each other. The new value needs to be unique for 64 states in codon and have a meaning of curvature of genetic code with connection over manifold of genetic code also. We introduce a new definition in biology to represent a spectrum of genetic variation as curvature in protein structure while docking. We call this new quantity a Chern-Simons current for biology.
In codon, we translate genetic code in 3 steps. The translation operator of group is given by a behavior matrix in Lie group, a group of supermanifold of living organism with action in 3 times. It generates a codon representation as an adjoint representation over gene expression. It is a precise definition of genetic code with parity 2 of ghost field and anti-ghost field in Chern-Simons current for the representation of gene A i with current density
Ai . We introduce a curvature tensor for docking and anti-docking states of DNA and t-RNA at the level of gene expression by borrowing the definition of Riemann curvature tensor over D-brane and anti-D-brane gauge field, and modeling ghost field between codon and anti-codon field with parity 2.
FIG. 4: The picture shows the Hopf fibration S
3 → S 7 → HP 1 . The S 7 is a covering space where there is a tangent space of manifold. It is a chemical structure of right hand isomer of nucleic acid. In this figure, we show the connection between C-G. In our model of invariant of algebraic topology, we have 2 genus (hole of carbon ring and molecule ring) of surface in G and one genus in C with the other coming from an hydrogen bond of bridge between C connected to G. We can model with principle bundle of Hopf fibration with S 3 group action of spin to base space of manifold of projective space HP 1 of genetic code which we define in previous section.
Definition 7. Let a knot be a representation of anti codon in t-RNA topological structure for amino acid µ with J µ be a representation R of gauge group of gene geometric translation as group action of transcription process G. The genetic code is an average expectation value of Wilson loop operator of coupling between hidden state of x t and y t twist D-brane and anti-D-brane over superspace of cell membrane. That is
This term gives the asymmetric property of chiral molecule of DNA and RNA, twisted from left hand to right hand in a supersymmetry breaking as knot polynomial related to the connection A.
In this approach, [56] we can represent the genetic code as Laurent polynomials in variable q with integer coefficients (Figs. 6 and 7), that is for any knot K, we have
We induce a spinor field for representation of genetic code by using the new parameter of knot q,
where h is the dual coexter number for group action of supersymmetry of gene expression G. It might be the source of evolution from the adaptive behavior derived from the environment. For the sake of simplicity of a first study, in this work we set h = 0 in our definition of Chern-Simons current for biology. There might exist a deep connection with string theory over icosahedral group E 8 × E 8 with h− Coexter number in supersymmetry breaking of codon and anti-codon interaction. Definition 8. Let J µ be a Chern-Simons current for anomaly quantum system of codons. It is a curvature of genetic code in amino acids (Fig. 8) . It is also defined as the spectrum of curvature in genetic code for gene evolution detection. The meaning is a differential 3 forms in cohomology of spin fiber S 3 over the homotopy class [S 3 , X t /Y t ] in the codon of t-RNA molecule. A path integral of gene expression is defined by the Chern-Simons theory over knots of codon and anti-codon: it is defined by the interaction between codon and anti-codon between DNA and RNA in form of integral A i + S CS = DA i exp(iS CS ) between genetic code in codon A i and genetic code in anti-codon where t is defined by
and
The first 2 forms come from the kernel of cohomolgy map and the second term is a boundary map of 3 forms. It is an invariant of homotopy path over
The explicit definition of curvature over the connection of genetic code has also the new meaning of genetic sprectrum current J µ , µ = 1, 2 · · · 20 of Chern-Simons current for 20 amino acids. It is generated from the representation of Lie group over manifold of a host cell.
Example: • U U U, U U C for P he is define by
dA is a differential form between 2 complex of genetic code variation in cohomology of H 3 (X t ). We explicitly define the differential form of genetic code for P he by
The minus sign here represents a linear combination of basis for codon. Therefore, we have
For a translation in reversed direction of antigent shift and drift in gene evolution theory, we can define the group action of reversed direction of time by the CP T theory for antighost field in field of time series of antibody gene. It is
We can use a numerical representation for spinor field of curvature in gene expression by the Chern-Simons action defined as
where k = 1, 2, 3 · · · n are defined by
The Chern-Simons current can be derived by using a simple algorithm. The result of computation for 64 codons is shown in Table I . In other words, the Chern-Simons current maps the string of genetic code into numerical values by explicit formulas. It is suitable for plotting the so called time series data directly into the superspace of gene expression. We transform the alphabet string values, which cannot be computed in the classical standard definition of genetic code, to a Chern-Simons current of time series data of genetic code with k = 1, 2, 3, · · · 64 over spinor field with ground field of real values. In our opinion, this approach is suitable for intensive computational programs starting from data analysis. 
A. Example of Supersymmetry in an organism
We want now to work out an example in order to realize the above theoretical discussion. Let us consider a virus whose equation of state x t attaches to host cell y t with evolution t :
If we consider a ghost functor Φ i , Φ
, from the above equation we get a supermanifold
Definition 9. (proposition) The gene expression of genetic code in m-RNA, codon and in t-RNA, anti-codon (Fig.  6 ), can be represented as the coefficients α t and β t in a supermanifold model over time series.
We need to define a boundary d : 
The anomalies on superspace of time series data are related to the covering space of spin and spin group. We can induce a reflection or a time inversion, in CPT symmetry, starting from the intrinsic behavior of the organism [A i ]: such a transformation is induced by the Pauli matrices of the covering symmetry of an organism influenced by cell cocycle. For example, we have S, G1, G2, M ,4 states and 4+4=8 states, of viral replication cycle (Fig. 9 ) in the host cell as parasitism states. it is
For a translation in the reversed direction of an antigene shift and drift in gene evolution theory, we can define, by the group action of reversed direction of time in CP T symmetry for the anti-ghost field, a time series of antibody gene. The β-cocyle and α-cocoycle are coefficients of a super-regression model. The meaning of these 2 cycles is a coupling between 2 life cycles ( Fig. 11 ) and a coupling between the behavior of curvature while docking. It is
inducing an interaction between viral gene X t and host cell gene Y t with
where (Fig. 10) .
B. A Unified Theory of Codon and Anti-Codon
Let use use now the Chern-Simons model, coming from the theoretical physics, to define a new spectrum of genetic code of chromosomes in the genome of living organism including viral particles. Typically, the Chern-Simons field is adopted as a gravitational field and can have also different meanings in differential geometry: for example it gives the connection over the principle bundle of the tangent space of a manifold or a supermanifold.
Let E 8 × E 8 be a space for codon and anti-codon interaction. The number of states in classical definition of codon is 64=8× 8 states imply we have dual coexter group of codon states inside the symbolic definition. Let x t be a codon state with 2 3 = 8 states of DNA of host cell with 3 alphabet and y t be another 8 = 2 3 states of anticodon in t − RN A. The 3 alphabets can be represented as an equivalent class in [cs] ∈ H 3 (X t /Y t ). In viral genome replication, generally a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus with a DNA intermediate, for example a retrovirus, are used in cloning technology, and they have been successfully used in gene delivery systems for gene therapy. Viruses copy their genomes directly to DNA again and RNA (Fig. 12) . Their single strand RNA genome are directly transformed reversed to mRNA for translation process with host ribosome and t-RNA. We use the notation of Chern-Simons current of tRNA and ribosome for anti-codon and codon for RNA virus. The parasitism is going on at this step, when a virus uses host t − RN A and ribosome for the synthesis of its capsid proteins.
Definition 10. Let X t be superspace of virus RNA gene and Y t be superspace of host cell DNA gene. We have an exact sequence over tangent of manifold (M, g, F µν ) by the sheave sequence
This chain sequence is the basis to define a new BV-cohomology for biological system and Chern-Simons current for biology in this work (Fig. 13) . We take a H 0 (−) : T OP → GROU P to the chain sequence above and induce an exact sequence of sheave cohomology with local coordinate defined by the distances in genetic code over codon. We have an induced infinite sequence of biological cohomology We can use knot model and spinor field on S 3 to define a 3 alphabet code by using disjoint sum over unit sphere. The Poincare disk model for time series data is a projection of 4 dimensional sphere of quanternion field as quaternionic projective plane. On the right panel, there is a picture of codon ghost field and anti-codon field. In t-RNA over ribosome, we induce a Yang-Mills behavior field with coupling between 3 alphabets. We called this a connection of 3 codon and anti-codon curvatures. It is in our new definition, namely the Chern-Simons current for biology.
with
This cohomology sequence can be considered a grand unified model in biology.
C. Anomaly in Codon and Anti-Codon ghost field
In this section, we introduce the Chern-Simons current of the connection (A α=1,2,3,4 ) µ ν to connect the genetic code into the gene sequence. We want to give a precise definition for time series data of gene expression of codon as curvature over a connection.
Therefore, let us introduce a spinor field from the equation of viral particle attached to the host cell by using the behavior matrix of the Yang-Mills field between ghost field of the gene expression in viral particle and antighost field of host cell. We use the fact that second cohomology group of topological space is associated with the definition of spinor field and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (Fig. 13) . We have a new master equation for HIV viral V3 glycoprotein attached to the host cell CD4 receptor protein. This is an exact sequence of second cohomology group of gene expression and, for a complex of chemical reaction of hydrogen bond in interaction between 2 living organisms, parasitism and host cell interaction of states. This behavior can be defined in the framework of supersymmetry 
−→
Y t /X t . Let x t be a glycoprotein of viral particle and y t be the anti-body host cell (Fig. 14) . The protein-protein interaction in organism generates an induced ghost field of cell cocyle y t −α t β t x t t where t ∈ H 3 (X t /Y t ) as superstatistical un-normal superdistribution in form of super-Lagragian over ghost field of viral RNA Φ(x t ) and anti-ghost field of host DNA Φ + (y t ) with its parity p(Φ(x t )) + p(Φ + (y t )) = −1. Let an equivalent class of DNA of organism by a pair of chromosome from host cell x t and from virus y t be a Poisson structure in G-theory for viral replication
where 
FIG. 14: The picture shows the duality in plane while the virus attaches the surface of cell membrane with the same curvature and with different curvature. On the left side, it is demonstrated the homotopy equivalent state of protein-protein interaction with different curvature while docking. The remaining area between docking curvature is not zero. This area can induce a contractible to new 14-extradimensions by using the homotopy equivalent map. When we take the cohomology group to that surface, the computation of cohomology is not zero. This fact is implying a nonequilibrium state of docking between V3 loop HIV virus and host cell receptor CD4 in difference curvature. On the right hand situation of docking state, there is an equilibrium state with the same curvature. The rest of the area between docking can be contractible to a point and the cohomology group is zero.
We have 14 bases for ghost fields, 3 bases for anti-ghost fields (for details on definition of basis ordering, see Table  II )
dα p with i = j = √ −1 used for defined 2(14-11)=3+3=6 hidden states derived by the coupling between these 2 complex numbers and interaction of Mayer-Vietoris sequence between ghost field and anti-ghost field by using the BVcohomology
] with homotopy class [α] deformed between ghost field and anti-ghost field in evolutional spinor field of cell biology in 11 dimensions. From modern researches on unified theory in 11-dimensions, it might be possible to modify the Nahm equation for 3 forms of codon and to study the induced Lie algebras of manifold tangent space of living host cell in 3-anti-ghost fields in CD4 structure of host cell receptor.
We have a change of state and a dual state in genotype measured by the covariant derivative of connection gij g jk = 0. When viral particle inflects or contacts the host cell with zero curvature between the gene expression over connection of genetic code, we can use the Yang-Mills field * , it is a dual genetic code in L-isomer. The difference of Chern-Simon current of curvature of proteins will not be zeros and the plot of the gene spectrum will not be on the same line.
D. Algebraic Construction of Trash DNA
As discussed above, a central dogma is an exact sequence of cohomology. It is composed by a chain sequence and a co-chain sequence of 3 types of complex over the fiber of superspace of time series data of genetic code as an open set in sheaf cohomology.
be a pre-sheaf of coordinates of living organism in DNA sequence on an open strand. It is a covery of sites in the Grothendieck topology over sheaf cohomology.
•
. We have an equivalent class of transition states in a central dogma functor and twistor between these 3 complexes in both left and right symmetry and also adjoint functor
Definition 11. A state of gene expression in DNA replication as a function of time series of spinor fields in genetic code is independent of the chosen coordinates as 8 hidden states from DNA to other chain of DNA when cell divisions are defined by the based pairing relationship over site and sieve of the sheaf cohomology in the Grothendieck topology,
Let O Xt be the sheaf of an organism superspace. We have an equivalent class of coupling states between spinor fields in the 2 side of D-brane and anti-D-brane of DNA based pairing with
where R is a right handed supersymmetry of DNA molecule as D-brane. These 2 states are explicit states of gene transfer expression to warp state between active protein in the central dogma during the replication process
It is a wrap state between DNA based pairs in the replication process in the central dogma in the context of sheaf cohomology theory for biology. A state of gene expression (geneon state) in the DNA transcription process from DNA to RNA in central dogma is defined by the coordinates over the state of based pairing relationship as
A state of gene expression in DNA is a self dual transcription (transposon state) from DNA to DNA in passive state of inactive gene in trash DNA area of 98%. A central dogma is defined by based pairing relationship defined as
They are site and sieve in the Grothendieck topology of sheaf cohomology. The classical central dogma in biology extends to a new K-theory of central dogma independent of coordinates of the chosen gene in the gene expression. We have a universal objection in the category of gene objects among all species with site and sieve over the Grothendieck topology in form of adjoint functor of codon defined by triplets of left and right adjoint functor in the left translation and right translation over extended central dogma functor map on supermanifold fiber of living organism, 
• Ribozyme O R → O D with mirror symmetry of dual state in trash DNA, unknown non-coding RNA hidden stateO D * → O R * .
• siRNA O R → O R with mirror symmetry of dual state in trash DNA, unknown un-coding RNA hidden state
All the above states are open states (single strand of DNA and RNA in both direction) so they are exited state of genetic code. So they need dual pairs to be a ground state with a closed spin shell. We will define a wave function of states over all 4 types of gene by using differential 2 forms of closed state in the following Section. The transition will be defined by using a modified Dirac operator with left and right transitions over 4 types of ground states to exited open states which we define and compute in the last Section.
Theorem 1.
There exists a super-codon hidden state associated with the left and right adjoint translation over unoriented tangent of the supermanifold of a living organism which reacts as hidden repeated translation and transcription process in the trash area of DNA.
Proof. We have equivalent class of transition state in a central dogma functor and twistor between these 3 complexes in both left and right symmetry and also adjoint functor Therefore, we have a relationship between equivalent class of hidden states (see Fig. 15 for details) and states as transition in trash DNA defined as [
We have ϕ retrotransposon = G * , (G * ) * = G to be a geneon, so we have Definition 13. A sheaf cohomology of replication cycle of retransposon is defined as a short exact sequence in loop as follows, (38) Starting from these definitions and algebraic constructions, we can compute all the hidden state in codon considering a a Chern-Simons 3-form for DNA.
IV. COMPUTATION OF ALL HIDDEN STATES OF CODON WITH CHERN-SIMONS 3-FORMS IN DNA
We use differential 2 forms induced from the equilibrium d 2 = 0 over 8 states and hidden states to generate codons with 64 basis in exact sequence. Then we use triplet states over presentation layer of protein P to generate the ChernSimons 3 form over the canonical form of exact sequence of triplet state P with its dual P * . The computation is as followings. For a chain central dogma of codon, we induce 64 states from differential 2 forms of spinor field over short exact cohomology over 8 states.
) . Let the state s i be ϕ n (s i ) =: 
We have an open set [s i ] ∈ U i with co-cycle g ij ∈ U i ∩ U j , g(x) = gx for the transcription process and g(x) = xg for the reversed transcription over the supermanifold of the living organism. We use the fact that, from differential geometry, the wave function of geneon, transposon, retrotransposon, and anti-geneon are independent of the chosen coordinate as function of the gene. When the cohomology sequence of the central dogma is a short exact sequence of predefined superspace in gene with property of sheaf cohomology, it induces an infinite sequence of cohomolgies with equilibrium states in nature.
The differences between living organism and non-living organism is the life energy over brane in nonactive DNA with octomer as memory in loop space in time series data with D-brane-interaction as induced by the Chern-Simons current with a coherent state like a superconductor in Josephson tunnel effect between non-stationary part of active geneon and inactive part of retrotransposon. The transposon switches the nonstationary Chern-Simons current tunnel through a stationary path in the region of repeated gene in trash area of 98%. The algebraic definition of the life energy of a living organism is a ghost field in physics when the living organism is living and when it dies: it will wrap and transform to anti-ghost field with hidden state over fifth-dimensions and wrap back to the retrotransposon ground field in a new born organism in the region of trash DNA with no memory. It can be transmitted between the 4th and 5th dimension since the extradimension is a non-oriented supermanifold of living organism. Definition 14. Every protein, DNA and RNA in a living organism has its ghost field to turn their gene spinor state to open (activate) or close down while docking and undocking state as a decision field for gene expression in feedback loop. We define two main types of hidden spinor fields: a ghost field Φ i for activating a gene or a geneon for the docking operator (minimum state in superspace of time series data) and an anti-ghost field Φ + i for activating an anti-geneon for undocking state (maximum state in superspace of time series data). We have
where O A is a sheaf collection of all fiber states over tangent of supermanifold of living organism with an endowed master equation s as a hidden ground spinor field of states,
When a protein docking state is in equilibrium, the genetic code will exist as different 2 forms over spinor field of second cohomology group of coupling between 2 states as basis for genetic code in form of wave function of gene in equilibrium state with 64 codon. This 64 state comes from the exact cohomology sequence (see Fig. 16 for detail of cohomolgy space of DNA and its mechanism to generate obstruction components to make homology with non-zero element and make it in non-equilibrium state with retransposon) with induced 2 forms d 2 = 0. Let now define all well known active and inactive state of gene expression as followings,
z be a twistor of telomere or from DNA knot state induced from the genetic recombination or transposon, etc. The wave function is a superstate of superprobability distribution that satisfies a Seiberg-Witten equation [43] with modified Dirac operator for biology D ± ϕ i = 0 in equilibrium state. We can define
where H 2 (X; D, R) is a second cohomology group induced from the central dogma of state C * (D, R) transcription chain;
is a second cohomology group induced from the central dogma of state C * (D, D) transcription chain. We adopted an inversed Dirac operator projection from the pole in the histone protein. We have a wave function of transposon, |ϕ
|D * with the property that < ϕ
where We induce a state in the gene of central dogma without transitive layer of protein P . One has a cycle and a co-cyle β of the superspace of living organism X t by defining the Jacobian over the fiber of the supermanifold g ij = ∂si ∂sj . The source of gravitational field, the Chern-Simons current in codon, is induced from the connection over the parallel transport of co-cycle g ij and cycle g ij in strict analogy with the definition of connection Γ One can define a 3 form over the alphabet code by another Chern-Simons 3 form over the alphabet of genetic code representing a protein layer as triplet state which induces more 32 states from differential 3 forms over hidden differential 2 forms of the states of geneon. Specifically, we have the Chern-Simons current for biology over the supermanifold of living organism M defined as
Definition 16. A modified Dirac operator for left chiral geneon basis x ∈ X is defined by turning the mirror symmetry of D-brane x ∈ X to anti-D-brane with retransposon dual basis x * ∈ X * with reversed time scale of transcription dt * .
We have a Wigner ray
The projection of the Riemann sphere of the histone to the hidden state of geneon and also the dual back to geneon represents the hidden state in the extradimension perpendicular to the D-brane. The direction of imaginary number is perpendicular to the D-brane for wrapping up and down between interaction of D-brane of protein interaction of ghost field Φ ± . We have
The definition of the Dirac operator is used to explain the gene expression with the algebraic operation of docking and undocking states as in quantum mechanics in the framework of supersymmetry.
Let W k be a twistor in telomere or in transposon inserted with a twist state in the gene expression equation. We have a solution for repeated obstruction component which is
section of the geneon wave function with respect to the global section of immunosystem and to the global physiology of cell.
When it is in equilibrium docking, we have H −k (O A , s) = 0 for all k > 0. This means that we cannot observe ghost and anti-ghost fields if docking system is in equilibrium. There will exists a hidden negative dimension area of trash DNA, active only when the state of undocking in protein system appear. The immunosystem will induce a feedback loop of retransposon and transponson by the cohomology in negative dimension in feedback path to cohomology in positive dimension to find a new equilibrium point of docking until it holds; then the negative path is zeros again recursively. The main expression of gene can be written in a super-regression
, so one can induce an evolutional field in trash area as a hidden field to control the second round of recursive form of induced long infinite cohomology on the sphere, that is
The copy process of loop space of retrotransposon is a characteristic class of cohomology in negative dimensions induced by fthe master equation with adjoint functor as a cohomology functor in this model. The extended Chern-Simons current for trash DNA is possible thanks to the Coexter number h in the Laurant series of poles of states [si] * : from the icosahedral group E 8 , we get h = 30. Therefore we can extend this approach to represent the genetic code as Laurent polynomials in the variable q with integer coefficients, that is for trash area with knot K over sheaf of DNA, that is
where β i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N so we have repeated N hidden Chern-Simons currents in this area that cannot be observed as real values.
The above considerations can be adopted for some concrete realizations. Below, we will take into account the specific examples of some genetic codes, in particular a viral gene, and develop an empirical analysis of the Chern-Simons current for the time series.
V. METHODOLOGY
Let us now use a numerical representation for spinor field of gene expression by using the Chern-Simons current map string of genetic code to measure the curvature over the amino acid sequence of a gene. It is suitable for plotting the The empirical analysis is allowed by using the Chern-Simons current representation for the spectrum of genetic code of viral capsid proteins. We implement the algorithm for the new representation of spinor field for superspace of viral genetic variation by using a novel algorithm of analysis of nonstationary time series. We use the (ITD−IMF)chain 1 (1) transformation. The algorithm can be find in [27, 53] to detect the spinor field in time series data of genetic code.The main tool is the so called (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (n) in time series prediction with time series of superspace of genetic code for real application with viral gene expression. We compare the result with traditional bioinformation string matching the representation with our new methodology of time series expression as the main result of our work.
We prepare empirical 6 time series data downloaded from GenBank (see Appendix A for details). The target of our time series data analysis is to reproduce the Chern-Simons current with CD4 and V3 of HIV virus from 3 types of time series data of host cell. We transform alphabet into Chern-Simons current and perform (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) transformation. After we get a result of time series data, we perform the analysis of Hilbert transformation to be a closed look at behavior of instantaneous frequency of 3 genes of CD4 compared with V3 pattern. The main methodology is the algorithm to find gene evolutional tensor network. The algorithm consists of 2 steps: first we compute tensor correlations of 6 imfs of CD4 time series data and other 6 imf from V3 time series data. The time series of target of data analysis of gene tensor network evolution is CD4 time series (Appendix A) of 78 amino acids. For the V3 time series data, we choose first 78 time series data for empirical test with the same length of CD4 time series data. We compute the average tensor correlation matrix with size of (36x36)x(78x78) (the number 36 comes from the number of imf1-imf6 of CD4 and imf1-imf6 of V3 loop) with slice window of length 5. The algorithm to construct the tensor network is a planar graph algorithm [53] . The network is built and visualized by using algorithm of tensor correlation over gene sequence tensor network. The edge of network shows how much genes are correlated with each other. The edge of gene tensor network is a sequence of animo acids or genetic codes ordered by the number of alphabet. A gene tensor network corresponds to one hidden state in genetic code. We study in CD4 genes with 36 coupling states between 6 states of CD6 genes and 6 states of 6 imfs of 6 imfs of V3 genes. Result of computation are discussed in next section.
VI. RESULTS OF TIME SERIES ON VIRAL GENE
We obtained the genetic shift in CD4 (Fig. 17) and the genetic drift in V3 (Fig. 18) of HIV virus, a new representation of gene, by using a spinor field in a time series data. We found that in our representation, the time series of the gene structure is non-stationary and used the modern methodology to detect the genetic shift and the genetic drift over the non-stationary hidden states in the gene structure demonstrated by the Hilbert transformation of (ITD−IMF)chain 1 (1) (Fig. 19) . The β-cocycle is calculated by using a Hilbert transformation of (ITD−IMF)chain 1 (6) V 3 and the α-cocycle is calculated by using a Hilbert transformation of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) CD4. The result of the calculations can be found in Fig. 20 .
We provide an empirical analysis of the Chern-Simons current. We found that 6 moduli state spaces of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) for the V3 loop region over glycoprotein of HIV virus with the first 120 gene sequences of 360 time series of genetic codes of the antigene drift in the V3 loop region of the HIV glycoprotein and the host cell of CD4 from 3 species of rabbits. The results of the antigene shift in CD4 gene are calculated by using (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) . One of the results of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) can be found in Fig. 21 and (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) can be found in Fig. 22 . We obtained the result of the calculation of the antigene shift in the CD4 region of the HIV host cell of 3 species of rabbits with 3 samples by using a tensor correlation. The genetic shift can be found in the position of peptide number 38-40 from 3 samples. Our result is correct with the tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) (Fig. 23) and (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) (Fig. 24) The result of the antigene drift in the V3 gene of HIV is obtained by using (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) . One the result of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) of V3 first 120 peptide sequence can be found in Fig. 25 and (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) of the V3 gene can be found in Fig. 26 . The genetic drift is computed by using the tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) . We find that the degree of evolution of the V3 genes is more than the CD gene of the host cell because there exist more local minimum points of the tensor correlation in (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) of the V3 gene (Fig. 26 ) than in the CD gene. The tensor correlation of the Chern-Simons current of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) of the V3 loop region of HIV with 3 different genetic codes is plotted in Fig. 27 . The tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) of the V3 gene can be found in Fig. 28 .
We use the gene tensor network to define 36 coupling states of the CD4 gene with the V3 loop gene. We found that in each coupling state, the topology of the gene tensor network is different. There exists in some states only one cluster of the genes and some states are composed of 3 clusters and a small portion of amino acid as a separated cluster. The first gene tensor correlation state is shown in Fig. 5 . In this state, we found that genes have the genetic variation of different curvature which we measured by using the Chern-Simons current of the gene from different clusters that have no genetic variation. In the 1st coupling state of the V3 gene and the CD4 gene, we found that the amino acids numbered 38, 61 and 63 are connected to each other and form connected components separately from the main connected component. In these components, all genes have genetic shifts with different curvatures in 3 species of genes. In our time series analysis of the Chern-Simons current for biology, we successfully detected the gene evolution also in 17th-20th coupling state of CD4. The evolution of the genetic shift can be measured by a minimum point of a tensor correlation between 78 genes freely with the 78 × 78 tensor product of the correlation between the genetic codes. The topology of the tensor network of the peptides numbered 38-40 is shifted from T to I and to I between 3 species which means that the network of the node number 38 will not be connected with the node number 37 and we must use different clusters (see Figs. 29 and 30 ).
In the CD4 gene, we have found in the result of the tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) that the minimum point is in the position 39 in a time series data and in the same position in the genetic variation of the CD4 gene from the letter K in the Lepus saxatilis gene to the letter E in the Sylvilagus bachmani gene.
In the equilibrium of the evolution states, there is no change in the curvature of the docking between the host cell receptor and the viral glycoprotein. Therefore the difference between the Chern-Simons currents will be zero in all the positions of docking in the gene sequence. In our data analysis, we found that in CD8 genes, the difference in 3 curvatures which we measured by using (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6) in 3 species is not zero. It is not in equilibrium states, therefore, we imply that the HIV gene still has an evolution and the coupling between the docking curvature between the CD4 and the V3 loop with the non-equilibrium state is not zero.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to solve the central dogma paradox in biology by using a new sheaf cohomology theory to explain why undocking states of proteins induce a docking mechanism derived from the curvature of a "gravitational field" analogue given by the Chern-Simons current for the gene expression. Specifically, by the Chern-Simons current, one can plot all genes in the active area and in the trash area of DNA: this means that a data analysis can be performed by standard time series instead of using probabilistic Bayesian graphical models over a pre-defined flat space of alphabet scalar field, adopted in standard computer science algorithms.
In this paper, we give a new definition to living organism superspace taking into account a unoriented supermanifold with sheaf cohomology. The central dogma is an adjoint functor over the group action with a representation of the alphabet code with left and right symmetry in a supersymmetric model. In particular, this provides an insight into the time-path of evolution of V3 loop region gene from HIV to another type of HIV. The result of calculation is performed by data analysis of (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (1) − (ITD − IMF)chain 1 (6). We found that time series of V3 loop gene of HIV virus has only 6 imf. The last imf is imf6, a trend of the gene. We analyzed 3 genes coming from the different viral glycoprotein from HIV (see Appendix A) and found that the trend of the same gene of protein, for example V3 loop gene of 3 sample of HIV, have a similar trend. However the different gene from the same virus have different trend. The results are confirmed by the application of Chern-Simons current for the detection of similarities in gene expression. We observed the antigene drift in time series of Chern-Simons current of V3 loop by using tensor correlation analysis [53] and also antigene shift in CD4 of 3 samples from rabbits. The evidence of antigene shift and antigene drift can be modeled by using the BV-cohomogy theory. All states of evolution are a coupling between α and β co-cycles while a docking state is not in equilibrium. In future work, we will use the new theory of support spinor machine to forecast and explain the new evolution states in the antigene shift and antigene drift states in time series on cell membrane.
As said, we found the genetic variation of genetic drift over V3 HIV viral gene and genetic drift over CD4 gene of host cell of 3 types of rabbit. We notice that viruses have power of evolution more than host cell. Although in our data analysis, we can detect the site of genetic variation over CD4 and V3 with tensor correlation of ((ITD−IMF)chain 1 (1)). The result is correct when we look into the number of peptides of the alphabet sequence. This methodology can be useful to detect the pattern matching between DNA of human chromosome in the authentication people by using chromosomes from a family. It can be also a powerful application for the disease diagnosis by classifying the pattern of the plots from the target pattern of classification illness type. We hope that this new methodology could be useful for Pubmed to give rise to a visualization of gene by plotting, instead of showing the sequence of alphabet, in which it is difficult to notice patterns useful for scientific community as standard methodology in the era of Genbank big data of genome of various organisms chromosomes. The plot of gene tensor network can be suitable to represent a new time series of genetic code. Here, we have shown the simple result of computation. In the genome of various organism, we can use the gene tensor network for representing the time series of genetic code instead of showing a flat alphabet for writing it in text format. The picture shows the average tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain1(1) of the Chern-Simons current of the CD4 genes in rabbit 3 species. In these plots, we noticed the evolution site for the genetic drift in the CD4 genes at the minimum position of the tensor correlation since all the 3 genes do not correlate to each other. The picture shows the average tensor correlation of (ITD − IMF)chain1(6) of the Chern-Simons current of the CD4 genes in the rabbit 3 species. In these plots, we notice the evolution site for the genetic drift in the CD4 genes at the minimum position of the tensor correlation since all the 3 genes are not correlating each other. In this figure, we show the 1st states of the tensor network of the CD4 coupling with V3 genes from 36 states.
LOCUS
The sequence of the CD4 gene of the Lepus saxatilis gene is TADPDTRLLHGQSLTLTLDGPSVGSPSMQWKSPENKIT38K39A40DKTYYVSRLRLQDSGTWSCHL61F62F63QDQNKLELDIKIVVL. With the position of the genetic shift at 38, it is connected with 61,63 of the tensor network into the same clusters of CD4 genes of the genetic variation position.
FIG. 30:
On the left panel, we demonstrate the 17th state of the tensor network of the CD4 coupling with V3 genes from 36 states.
On the right panel, we demonstrate the 18th state of the tensor network of the CD4 coupling with V3 genes from all correlated 36 states between 2 genes of all imf of TADPDTRLLHGQSLTLTLDGPSVGSPSMQWKSPENKIT38K39A40DKTYYVSRLRLQDSGTWSCHLFFQDQNKLELDIKIVVL. With the position of the genetic shift at 38 through 40, a topology of the tensor network can be broken into 3 different clusters of the CD4 genes.
